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Treasury Report:  Achieving government housing market objectives 
through supply-side measures 

Executive Summary 

You have recently decided to jointly author, with the Minister for Housing, the Cabinet paper 
“Increasing housing supply and improving affordability for first home buyers and renters”. 
Your engagement would help the direction of the supply-side Cabinet paper so it provides a 
bigger picture assessment of how supply-side measures can achieve the three overarching 
objectives for the housing market.  

We have not read HUD’s draft Cabinet paper yet (it did not arrive until we were finalising this 
advice), so our assessment is based on HUD’s description of the draft. We also provide 
preliminary advice on how to approach the proposed budget pre-commitment elements of the 
package, particularly in relation to infrastructure to help maximise value.  

The government has three overarching housing market objectives that relate to 
supply and demand  
The Cabinet Paper “Backing first home buyers and encouraging property investment into 
new housing supply” [CAB-21-SUB-0017] and accompanying paper “Housing Policy and the 
Reserve Bank” [CAB-21-SUB-0018] presented Cabinet with three policy objectives for the 
housing market: 

1. Ensure every New Zealander has a safe, warm and dry, and affordable home to call 
their own – whether they are renters or owners. 

2. Support more sustainable house prices, including by dampening investor demand for 
existing housing stock which would improve affordability for first-home buyers. 

3. Create a housing and urban land market that credibly responds to population growth 
and changing housing preferences, that is competitive and affordable for renters and 
homeowners, and is well-planned and well-regulated. 

The chief issues of our housing crisis are supply constraints to land, housing, 
and public infrastructure 
 
New Zealand house and rental prices are high and rising. These problems are countrywide, 
rather than just in the major urban centres. House price to income (after-tax) ratios nationally 
are 10 instead of the ideal ratio of between three and four.  

An uncompetitive urban land market is the underlying issue. Urban land prices have become 
disconnected from the cost of supply and serve to transfer wealth and income to landowners. 
High urban land prices are caused by restrictions to the supply of public services (such as 
infrastructure funding and financing); restrictive regulatory systems for land use (such as 
zoning); and a lack of planning systems to reduce supply costs and increase coordination.  

Demand-side issues such as population, monetary policy and macro-prudential, tax, and 
income support policies can exacerbate but do not cause problems of high land and house 
prices. Supply constraints to developable land create scarcity, as such increases in income 
or economic benefit are absorbed by land and landowners. This increases inequality and 
dampens incentives needed for economic development. 
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Government’s overarching strategy   
The Government’s housing market strategy needs to focus on the long-term and the short 
term. Achieving a competitive supply of land and development capacity requires action now. 
Most actions on the supply-side will take time to eventuate and have the largest payoffs in 
the long-term. However, we do recognise that there are wins to be made in the short-term 
that have a more immediate effect such as proactive support, guidance and enforcement of 
the existing National Policy Statement on Urban Development provisions. Action is also 
needed in the nearer term to demand to mitigate excess investor demand, whilst providing 
income support and public housing services to those in need. Continued supply measures 
through investment in infrastructure and ongoing relief of restrictive regulatory systems will 
relieve pressure on prices and the housing shortage.  

The reforms necessary for long-term competitive supply that is well-regulated and well-
planned are best able to be situated within the Urban Growth Agenda, a reform programme 
that is already in place. It spans multiple portfolios such as housing, environment, 
infrastructure, local government, and transport. However, the Urban Growth Agenda needs 
to be reinvigorated. More immediately, there are multiple near-term actions underway, such 
as spatial planning partnerships between central and local government. Prices and 
speculative behaviour can be immediately affected if the Government clearly and credibly 
communicates its intent and commitment.  

Demand-side measures to mitigate excess investor demand, such as to tax and macro-
prudential policy, will create trade-offs such as risks to increased rents, but it is possible to 
offset these through complementary supply-side measures. Once land markets are 
competitive in the long-run, there is likely to be much less need for demand measures. 

Income support measures help those in increasing need. However, there is a risk that 
landowners will capture the benefits of people’s increased ability to pay rent. There are no 
straightforward solutions to this problem, except to focus on long-term competitive supply.  

Continued infrastructure investment can directly increase supply, but we recommend that 
any further funding:  

• materially brings forward infrastructure to enable housing, with good value for money 

• ramps up sustainably over the long-term, to allow the construction sector to steadily 
increase its capacity and absorb the investment without price escalation   

• delivers a networked infrastructure solution and forms part of a package of levers that 
will enable development (funding, spatial planning, zoning and local authority and 
developer incentives), and  

• facilitates continual learning, process improvement and innovation to raise productivity 
in the wider infrastructure system. 

Ongoing improvements to land regulation are being progressed through more direction to 
local planning through the RMA National Policy Statement on Urban Development 
implemented in August 2020 under the Urban Growth Agenda. Building regulatory systems 
need continued enhancement to increase performance so the cost to build is comparable 
internationally.  

We can advise you on further measures to increase near-term supply. 
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We are concerned the draft supply-side paper will focus on Objective 1  
We are concerned that the interventions in HUD’s draft paper will focus more on Objective 1 
than Objective 3. That is because it emphasises near-term measures that alone are 
insufficient to change how the overall supply system works and overall price levels. The 
Government is already undertaking a range of wider institutional reforms that relate to 
Objective 3 that we recommend are recommitted to, communicated and extended.  

We note that announcing our commitment to long-term supply initiatives and institutional 
reforms will send strong market signals that future supply is coming. Sending a credible 
message could have impact on prices now as current prices are a function of future market 
expectations.  

On Monday 22 February 2021 we will meet with HUD to discuss its draft. We can advise on 
you at the Weekly Agency Meeting whether there are issues you may wish to discuss with 
the Minister of Housing.  

Risks and opportunities with the Funding and Financing Package proposed by 
HUD 
 
The funding and financing package proposed by HUD has inception and design risks, is 
unlikely to purchase cost-effective outcomes and may fall short on enabling development 
through infrastructure. Overall, we note that there is considerable merit in the proposed 
funding and financing package. We will help mitigate risks and highlight opportunities in this 
package by working with HUD.  

Infrastructure funding is the largest component of the supply-side measures with budget 
implications proposed by HUD. Further Crown funding for infrastructure could be a 
supportive supply-side intervention in the housing market, so long as it is designed and 
implemented well.  

Budget bid and announcement  
We note that a pre-commitment of a few significant housing supply initiatives 

 Therefore, this 
has significant implications for capital investment elsewhere. We are also currently working 
with HUD and KO on options on how the funding will be applied. 

We understand there is some interest in rent indexation, to ensure rents do not increase as a 
result of the demand side measures being implemented. Any package would need a clear 
rationale and careful design to ensure it did not exacerbate current issues in the housing 
market. We are available to discuss this further with you.  

[42]
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Recommended Action 

We recommend that you: 

a. agree to discuss with the Minister of Housing how to communicate a supply agenda 
that achieves the overall housing market objectives.  
Agree / disagree. 
 

b. agree to request advice from the Treasury on further improvements to the housing 
policy programme to best contribute to all three objectives. 
Agree / disagree. 
 

c. direct the Treasury to work with HUD to ensure any fund for infrastructure investment 
is carefully designed to materially advance housing capacity to support Objective 3. 

d. note we will update you at Tuesday’s Weekly Agency Meeting about our engagement 
with HUD and our assessment of their draft Cabinet Paper to help your engagement 
with Minister Woods. 

e. refer this report to Associate Minister of Finance and Minster of Housing and to the 
Associate Minister of Finance and Minister of Environment. 

         Agree / disagree. 
 
 
 
 
 
John Beaglehole 
Acting Manager, Housing and Urban Growth 
 
 
 
 
 
Hon Grant Robertson 
Minister of Finance 
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Treasury Report: How to achieve government housing market 
objectives through supply-side measures 

Purpose of Report  

1. You have requested to be a co-author of the Cabinet paper on supply side measures. 
Until now the paper has been developed only by HUD for Hon Minister Woods. This 
report advises you on how you can help steer that paper towards the overarching 
housing market objectives noted by Cabinet [CAB-21-MIN-0018]. The paper is due to 
be submitted on Thursday 25 February. We also provide initial advice regarding budget 
bids, particularly infrastructure funds.  

2. This report is not a detailed assessment of HUD’s draft Cabinet paper, as that will be 
forthcoming. We are concerned that Cabinet Paper will not drive the transformational 
changes that the government seeks. We also note the risks to increased rents that the 
Cabinet Paper Backing first home buyers and encouraging property investment into 
new housing supply [CAB-21-SUB-0017] outlines. Early engagement by you, 
coordinated with other ministers, will help ensure the paper achieves its potential.  

Achieving the Government’s Housing Market Objectives 

3. The Cabinet Paper “Backing first home buyers and encouraging property investment 
into new housing supply” [CAB-21-SUB-0017] and accompanying paper ‘Housing 
Policy and the Reserve Bank’ [CAB-21-SUB-0018] presented Cabinet with three policy 
objectives for the housing market. 

3.1 Ensure every New Zealander has a safe, warm and dry, and affordable home to 
call their own — whether they are renters or owners. 

3.2 Support more sustainable house prices, including by dampening investor demand 
for existing housing stock which would improve affordability for first-home buyers. 

3.3 Create a housing and urban land market that credibly responds to population 
growth and changing housing preferences, that is competitive and affordable for 
renters and homeowners, and is well-planned and well-regulated. 

4. The joint Treasury–Inland Revenue–MHUD report ‘Demand-side measures to 
moderate house price growth’ [T2021/103] explained the reasoning for these 
objectives. The first is about general outcomes; the second relates to demand; and the 
third to supply. These three objectives consolidate many existing objectives in different 
areas and help provide a clear focus to multiple different related areas of policy 
expected over 2021. Any one measure is likely to provide conflicts with other 
objectives, but a coherent package of measures enables conflicts to cancel out in 
aggregate.  

5. The supply-side measures paper should relate primarily to Objective 3, and in 
particular help address the risk that demand-side measures may increase rents, 
particularly to those on low incomes.  
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Assessment of HUD’s Draft Paper to Date Against Objectives 

The Draft Paper Largely Relates to Objective 1 Only, and Only Partially  

4. As we understand matters, HUD’s paper describes the following broad initiatives, which 
we have categorised into their impact and contribution to the three strategic objectives. 
There are insufficient initiatives described contributing to Objective 3. 

Key  
 Strong 
 Weak 

 

Initiative  Type of impact Assessment Explanation 

  Obj 1 Obj 2 Obj 3  

Funding and financing package: 

a. Land acquisition  Non-market outcomes     Potential high cost and 
small scale  

b. Infrastructure 
provision 

Increase supply     Small scale 

c. Residential 
Development 
Response Fund 

Subsidy     Small scale  

Adjusting the mandate of 
Land for Housing and 
reallocating some 
KiwiBuild funding  

Repurpose public 
funding 

   Insignificant  

KiwiBuild property price 
caps 

Non-market outcomes    Minor impact  

First Home Products (First 
Home Grant and First 
Home Loan) property price 
caps for new builds 

Subsidy     Small scale  

 

5. The initiatives above only partially contribute to Objective 1 because they cannot meet 
‘every New Zealander’s’ needs without progress on Objective 3. The activities are not 
scalable, will not affect prices overall, and instead progressively support those of less 
need through widespread subsidies.  

[33]
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Work that will contribute to Objective 3 

6. There are several existing programmes that are underway that, in the long-term, will 
make a positive difference to housing affordability. These include the reform of the 
resource management system, the three waters reform, and the use of spatial planning 
partnerships.  

7. Should Ministers so desire, some areas could be prioritised for faster effect.  For 
instance, it would be possible to proactively support, provide guidance, and enforce the 
existing National Policy Statement on Urban Development provisions that allow for 
greater housing development.  More aggressively, you could seek advice on a 
legislative package that: 

(i) mandates a volume of land release,  

(ii) removes targeted infrastructure constraints, 

(iii) brings forward planned future land releases,  

(iv) changes the sequencing of growth infrastructure, 

(v) triggers infrastructure provision from development commitments, and  

(vi) eases consenting and substantially reduces appeal rights. 

8. We see benefits in this work being carried forward through the Urban Growth Agenda, 
which has been the platform for structural housing supply reform. Five Ministerial 
portfolios and agencies worked closely and built shared capacity and understanding; 
the key agencies were Housing and Urban Development, the Treasury, the Ministry of 
Transport, the Ministry for the Environment, and the Department of Internal Affairs.  

9. The UGA is ideally suited to supporting ministers to collaborate on this the supply-side 
policy agenda.  

Risks and opportunities of the Funding and Financing Package  

The funding and financing package proposed by HUD has inception and design risks, is 
unlikely to purchase cost-effective outcomes and may fall short on enabling development 
through infrastructure. Overall, we note that there is considerable merit in the proposed 
funding and financing package. We would like to help mitigate risks and highlight 
opportunities in this package by working with HUD.  

Overall design 

10. From a design perspective, the funding and financing package is risky. Many aspects 
of the fund are undefined including its purpose, function, length and level of outcome. 
As such, we do not know how the measures will address infrastructure deficits and 
housing shortages. There is no initial discussion regarding the fund’s implementation 
such as processes (applications, monitoring of delivery, evaluation), assessment 
framework or delivery agent. It is also unclear if the fund will operate as a competitive 
process with a set amount of available funds.  

11. There appears to be a risk that the debt raised is expended for wider housing 
affordability objectives and should therefore be counted as NCCD.  
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12. We believe there are strong risks associated with KO administering the fund. We have 
previously noted concern with KO raising debt in its own name from third parties due to 
the increased cost of that debt. The proposed extension of debt limit is increasingly 
blurring the line between its role as a Crown agent and activity undertaken for its own 
business purposes.  

 We would prefer the security of a 
competitive process, where funds are allocated to projects that unlock the most 
development for the best value for money. 

13. We note that HUD plan to report back with further information on the design and 
implementation of the fund. We will work with HUD to help develop core parts of the 
package design including infrastructure, monitoring, administration, roles and 
responsibilities of stakeholders in funds and other implementation questions.  

Cost-effectiveness 

14. Under current market conditions (with highly overpriced land), the funding and 
financing package is unlikely to be cost-effective. One of the key constraints to the 
supply of housing is restrictive land use policies i.e. zoning and building height 
restrictions. We are concerned that land acquisition will buy expensive, not cheap, 
land, or land burdened by restrictive planning regulations.  

15. We also note that this method perpetuates the status quo where the cost of supplying 
housing remains high or highly subsidised, largely due to the cost of land. If the costs 
to supply remain high, any increase in supply would constitute an increase in the 
supply of expensive housing and continue the need for subsidies.   

16. We believe that the Crown can use its negotiating power and other levers such as the 
Public Works Acts alongside the land for housing and infrastructure fund to unlock 
development and maximise cost-effective outcomes. For example, local government 
access to the infrastructure fund could be conditional on removing land use policies 
that restrict intensification or expansion in areas of interest (in proximity to public 
transport, rapid transport networks, jobs and other amenities). For this to be effective 
the government would have to purchase or acquire the land before any land use 
change. 

Infrastructure 

17. Infrastructure funding and delivery can be a major barrier to enabling the supply of 
developable land for housing. Further Crown funding for infrastructure could therefore 
be a supportive supply-side intervention in the market, if funding is designed and 
implemented well.  

18. There are several key considerations that should inform funding decisions. We see an 
opportunity to work with HUD to ensure that its proposed infrastructure fund reflects 
these considerations and is as effective as possible.  

19. Additional funding should target projects that materially advance infrastructure to 
enable housing. The Government must have a clear view on what additional 
infrastructure it intends to fund and see delivered, over and above the Crown’s existing 
$42 billion, 4-year programme of investment. We will work with HUD to clearly outline 
the purpose of funding, target outcomes, how progress will be measured, and who will 
monitor and evaluate progress, to ensure that funding is highly targeted. We will also 
seek out opportunities to leverage existing funding packages (such as the Three 
Waters Programme) to maximise housing outcomes.  

[34]
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20. It is important to guard against the risk that local authorities will not plan to fund 
infrastructure projects that they otherwise would have under Long Term Plans (LTPs) 
on the assumption that these projects will be funded by central Government. We can 
mitigate this risk through strong implementation (i.e. clear communications, criteria and 
conditions applied to funding). As always, funded projects should also offer good value 
for money and align with the Government’s broader economic strategy and manifesto.  

21. Given the construction sector is near or at capacity, there is some risk that a further 
one-off infrastructure investment without long-term certainty of continued funding may 
lead to price escalation. To mitigate this risk, we advise a ‘sustainable glide path’ of 
long-term funding and a clear infrastructure pipeline that ramp up steadily over time, 
allowing the sector to invest in capacity to deliver a greater quantity of infrastructure 
overall. We can work with MBIE to further understand and respond to this risk. Focus is 
also required to ensure that existing infrastructure projects, including the NZUP and the 
$3 billion ‘shovel ready’ programme, are delivered on-time and in-budget.    

22. If funding prioritises projects that deliver networked infrastructure solutions and 
strategically focuses on infrastructure works that unlock housing (rather than works that 
address other goals, such as modal shift) then it will have the greatest possible impact. 
Funding is also only one part of a package of critical levers that enable developable 
land, which also includes spatial planning, zoning, local authority funding, and private 
sector investment and incentives. To ensure that all of these levers work in tandem, we 
recommend that Government reaffirms its commitment to the spatial planning 
partnerships under the Urban Growth Agenda and considers investing further time and 
resources into key stakeholder coordination.       

23. Announcement of this fund is important to get right, so that we do not compromise the 
Government’s negotiating position, inflate local authority expectations, or send the 
wrong signals to market. Government can mitigate these risks by describing the fund in 
high-level terms only (i.e. its purpose and size, but not individual locations, projects or 
stakeholders that are likely to receive funding). Any announcement should also clearly 
outline the Government’s expectation that funding will only support additional 
infrastructure to enable housing that would not otherwise be funded. It should indicate 
that criteria and conditions will apply to ensure that this occurs. 

Budget Bid Strategy and Announcement  

Budget bid  

24. A housing pre-commitment against Budget 2021 allowances was discussed at Budget 
Ministers Meeting 1. Treasury can provide advice on the implications for the remaining 
Budget allowance; 

25. We understand yours and Minister Woods’ preference is for housing expenditure to be 
largely capex rather than opex. Treasury is working with HUD and Kāinga Ora on 
options for this and will provide you advice in the coming weeks. 

Announcement  

26. We understand that the Cabinet Paper Backing first home buyers and encouraging 
property investment into new housing supply [CAB-21-SUB-0017] was deferred so that 
the demand and supply side measures can be assessed and ultimately announced 
concurrently.  

[42]
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27. We are available to work with your office around the announcement, in particular to 
reduce the risks outlined around the Government’s negotiating position.  

28. We understand there is some interest in rent indexation, to ensure rents do not 
increase as a result of the demand side measures being implemented. Any package 
would need a clear rationale and careful design to ensure it did not exacerbate current 
issues in the housing market. We are available to discuss this further with you.  

Annex 1: Outline of wider work possible 

In related documents.  


